We present a new method for conducting Monte Carlo inference in graphical models which com bines explicit search with generalized importance sampling. The idea is to reduce the variance of importance sampling by searching for signifi cant points in the target distribution. We prove that it is possible to introduce search and still maintain unbiasedness. We then demonstrate our procedure on a few simple inference tasks and show that it can improve the inference quality of standard MCMC methods, including Gibbs sam pling, Metropolis sampling, and Hybrid Monte Carlo. This paper extends previous work which showed how greedy importance sampling could be correctly realized in the one-dimensional case.
Introduction
It is well known that general inference and learning with Bayesian networks is computationally hard [DL93, Rot93] , and it is therefore necessary to consider restricted architec tures [Pea88] , or heuristic and approximate algorithms to perform these tasks [JGJS98, Fre98, DL97] . Among the most convenient and successful techniques are stochastic methods which are guaranteed to converge to a correct so lution in the limit of large random samples [Mac98, Nea96, Ta n93, SP90, Gew89] . These methods can be easily ap plied to complex inference problems that overwhelm deter ministic approaches.
The family of stochastic inference methods can be grouped into the independent Monte Carlo methods (importance sampling and rejection sampling [Mac98, FD94, SP90, Gew89, Hen88] ) and the dependent Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Gibbs sampling, Metropolis sampling, and Hybrid Monte Carlo) [Mac98, GRS96, Nea93, Tan93] . The goal of all these methods is to sim ulate drawing a random sample from a target distribution P(x) (generally defined by a Bayesian network or graphi cal model) that is hard to sample from directly.
In this paper we investigate a simple modification of im portance sampling that demonstrates some advantages over independent and dependent-Markov-chain methods. The idea is to explicitly search for important regions in a tar get distribution P when sampling from a simpler proposal distribution Q. Previous work [Sch99] showed that search could be incorporated in an importance sampler while still maintaining unbiasedness. However, these results were pri marily restricted to the one-dimensional case. In this paper we extend these results by introducing a new estimator that can be successfully applied to multidimensional problems, as well as continuous problems.
The motivation behind our approach is simple: Importance sampling simulates drawing a sample from a target distri bution P by drawing a sample from a simpler "propos al" distribution Q and then weighting the sample points x1, ... , Xt according to w(x;) = P(x;)jQ(x;) to ensure that the expected weight of any point x is P ( x). The tech nique is effective when Q approximates P over most of the domain. However, importance sampling fails when Q misses high probability regions of P and systematically yields sample points with small weights. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1 . In these cases, the sample will al most always consist of low weight points, but with small probability it will contain some very high weight points and this combination causes any estimator based on these samples to have high variance (since the effective sample size is reduced). It is therefore critical to obtain sample points from the important regions of P. MCMC methods such as the Metropolis algorithm and Hybrid Monte Car lo attempt to overcome this difficulty by biasing a local random search towards higher probability regions while p reserving the asymptotic "fair sampling" properties of the techniques [Nea93, Nea96] .
Here we investigate a simpler direct approach where one draws points from a proposal distribution Q but then ex plicitly searches in P to find points in important regions.
The main challenge is to maintain correctness (i.e., unbi- asedness) of the resulting procedure. We achieve this by initiating independent search paths from different starting points and then weighting all of the sample points so that their expected weight under the sampling procedure match es their true probability under the target P (or is at least proportional to this probability; see below). For example, if a point x appears in a sample path with some probabili ty Q*(x) (which is a function of the proposal distribution Q, but is not necessarily just Q ( x)) then we need to as sign the weight w(x) = P(x)/Q*(x) so that x's expected weight is P(x). By conducting a number of searches, the idea is to build a sample from independent blocks that are each guaranteed to contain high weight points. In this way a reasonable sample of independent high weight points can be captured, which should yield improved inference.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first consider the discrete case. Section 2 reviews the basic importance sampling procedure and its application to infer ence in graphical models. Section 3 then presents a gener alization of importance sampling that forms the core of our discrete estimators. We prove that this generalization pre serves unbiasedness while admitting new estimation pro cedures that had not been previously investigated. In Sec tion 4 we then introduce the basic greedy search method we propose in this paper, and prove that it yields unbiased estimates, even in the multidimensional case. Section 5 presents an experimental evaluation of the basic method and compares its performance against standard Monte Car lo inference methods. We then consider the continuous case. Section 6 extends our method to the continuous set ting and extends the proof of unbiasedness (which involves some technical complications that are discussed in the ap pendix). Section 7 then presents an experimental evalua tion of the continuous extension.
Importance sampling
Many inference problems in graphical models can be cast as determining the expected value of a random variable of interest, J, given observations drawn according to a tar get distribution P. That is, we are interested in computing Importance sampling
• Draw Xt, ••• , Xn independently according to Q.
• Weight each sample point x; by w(x ;) = �l::j.
• For a random variable of interest, f, estimate EP(x)f(x). Usually the random variable f is simple, like the indicator of some event, but the distribution P is usually not in a form that we can sample from efficiently.
Importance sampling is a useful technique for estimat ing EP(x)f(x) when P cannot be sampled from direct ly. The idea is to draw independent points XI, ••• , Xn ac cording to a simpler proposal distribution Q, which can be sampled from efficiently, but then weight these points according to w(x) = P(x)/Q(x). Assuming that we can evaluate P(x) at individual sample points, the weight ed sample can be computed and used to estimate de sired expectations; as shown in Figure 2 . The correct ness (i.e., unbiasedness) of this procedure is easy to es tablish. Given a target random variable f with the ex pected value under P of EP(x)f(x) = Lx e x J(x)P(x), we can determine that the expected
thus yielding an unbiased estimate.1
Unfortunately, for standard inference problems in Bayesian networks it is usually not possible to implement this proce dure directly. The problem is that assigning the weights requires the ability to evaluate P ( x) at chosen points x, and in Bayesian networks this probability usually corre sponds to PnN(xie) for a vector of observation variables x given evidence variables e. In general, it is not pos sible to efficiently compute [Coo90] or even approximate [Rot93, DL93] these quantities. However, it is possible to apply a generalized algorithm to attempt inference in these cases. Figure 3 shows the "indirect importance sampling" procedure, which does not assign sample weights in the de sired form, but rather assigns indirect weights u ( x) that are only a fixed constant multiple j3 of the desired ratio, i.e.,
u(x) = j3P(x)/Q(x), where j3 need not be known a pri ori. Here we only need to be able to compute u( x) without having to determine j3 directly. This relaxation permits ef ficient calculation of the desired weights in Bayesian net work inference, and results in a procedure that is known as the "likelihood weighting" algorithm [SP90] . For ex ample, when evidence is strictly at the leaves, the like lihood weighting proposal distribution corresponds to the prior Q(x) = PnN(x) and the indirect weights are giv en by u(x) = PnN(eix), which is easily computed from 1 We find it advantageous to first present the discrete case for the purposes of clarity. We consider the continuous case later.
"Indirect" importance sampling (likelihood weighting)
• Draw x1. ... , Xn independently according to Q.
• Weight each sample point x; by u(x;) = ,B ��:J
• For a random variable of interest, f, estimate x. These weights u(x) = PBN(xle)PBN(e)f PBN(x) PBN ( e )w(x) are a fi xed constant multiple of the desired weights (which cannot be computed effi ciently), and there fore we can use them to feasibly implement the indirect importance sampling procedure of Figure 3 .
The drawback of the indirect procedure is that it is not un biased at small sample sizes. Rather it only becomes unbi ased in the large sample limit. To establish the asymptotic correctness of indirect importance sampling, note that we estimate EP (x) f(x) by the weighted average of f divid ed by the sum of indirect weights (Figure 3 ). It is easy to prove this estimate becomes unbiased because the two weighted averages � 2:7=1 f(x;)u(x;) and � 2:�1 u(x;) converge to ,BEP (x) f(x) and ,B respectively, and thus j---+ EP (x) f(x) (under broad technical conditions [Gew89] ).
For the extensions we discuss below it will always be pos sible to generalize them in a similar manner so that they can be applied to Bayesian network inference. However, to keep the presentation simple we will focus on the simple version of importance sampling described in Figure 2 , and establish unbiasedness for that case.
Generalized importance sampling
As previously discussed, importance sampling is an effec tive estimation technique when Q approximates P over most of the domain, but it fails when Q misses high prob ability regions of P (and therefore systematically yields samples with small weights). This problem can occur in Bayesian network inference whenever the evidence is un likely under the prior distribution, because this causes like lihood weighting to use a proposal distribution that system atically generates points with small weights. For example, when evidence is strictly at the leaves, likelihood weight ing uses the proposal distribution Q(x) = P BN (x), which guarantees that the indirect weights u(x) = P BN(eix) will almost always be small. To overcome this problem it is critical to obtain data points from the important regions of P. Our goal is to avoid generating systematically under weight samples by explicitly searching for signifi cant re gions in the target distribution P. To do this, and maintain the unbiasedness of the resulting procedure, we develop a simple generalization of importance sampling that can be proved correct.
Consider a procedure where instead of sampling individ-"Generalized" importance sampling
• Draw x1, ... , Xn independently according to Q.
• For each x;, recover its block B; = { x;,t, ... , x;,bJ.
• Create a large sample out of the blocks Xt,l, ... , Xt,b., Xz,t. ... , X2,b,, ... , Xn,l, ... , Xn,bn·
• Weight each point Xj E B; by w; (xj) = ��::1 a;j
• For a random variable of interest, f, estimate A 1 n b; E p(x) f(x) by f = n 2: ;=1 l:k=t f(x;, k )w;(x;, k ) . is, to each domain point x; associate a fi xed block B; = { x;,b ... , x;,bJ a priori. When x; is drawn from the pro posal distribution Q we use it to recover the block B; and then add these points to the sample. (We make no re striction on the structure of the blocks, other than they be fi nite-blocks can overlap and need not contain their ini tiating x;-however we do require that each domain point x; deterministically generate the same block B; .) In this scheme, the final sample is built out of independently sam pled blocks of points.
The real issue is how to weight the points. To do this we introduce an auxiliary weighting scheme. For each pair of points x;, x j define the indicator l;j such that l;j = 1 if x j E B; and l;j = 0 if x j fl. B;. Then for every point Xj appearing in a block B; (initiated by x;) we associate a nonnegative weight a;j. (Here we think of x; as the initiat ing point and x j as one of the successors in its block.) The a;j weights can be more or less arbitrary except that they must be nonnegative and satisfy the constraint
for every x j. That is, for each destination point x j, the total of the incoming a-weight has to sum to 1. (We will see be low how this can easily be arranged in real procedures.)
Note that a particular point x j might appear in several blocks, but this will be of no concern as long as the above constraint is satisfied. To compute the final weight of a point x j in a sampled block B; we use w; ( x j) = �� :�? a;j.
In summary, the generalized importance sampling proce dure ( Figure 4 ) draws initial points x; from Q, builds a sample out of the corresponding blocks B;, and weight the individual points Xj E B; by w;(xj) = ��:H aij · Al though only loosely constrained in terms of the block struc ture and auxiliary weighting scheme, it turns out that this procedure always yields an unbiased estimate of E p( x ) f ( x)
for any random variable of interest, f. To prove this, con sider the expected weighted value off when sampling ini
XjEX thus yielding an unbiased estimate.
This proof is remarkably simple and yet has general impli cations. One important property of this argument is that it does not depend on how the block decomposition is chosen or how the auxiliary weights are set, so long as they satis fy the above constraints. That is, we could fix any block decomposition and auxiliary weighting scheme, even ones that depended on the target distribution P, without affect . ing the correctness of the procedure. Intuitively, this holds because once the block structure and weighting scheme are established, unbiasedness is achieved by randomly sam pling blocks and assigning fair weights to the points, re gardless of the set up. (Of course, we need the blocks to be finite to be able to implement the procedure.)
The generality of this outcome allows us to contemplate alternative sampling procedures that explicitly attempt to construct blocks that have high weight points. We can then use the sampling procedure outlined in Figure 4 to yield unbiased estimates for any random variable f.
Greedy importance sampling
It is well known that the optimal proposal distribu tion for regular importance sampling is just Q* ( x) = l f(x)P(x)l/ L xEX lf(x)P(x)l when estimating an ex pectation EP( x) i(x) (which minimizes the variance of the estimate [Eva9 1, Rub8 1]). In searching for significant re gions in the domain it would appear that one should seek points that have a high value of lf(x)P(x)l not just P(x).
Our greedy search procedures, therefore, search for points that maximally increase the objective lf(x)P(x) l . In the discrete case we examine a set of immediate neighbors and take a greedy step.
The "greedy" importance sampling procedure outlined in Figure 5 first draws an initial point x1 from Q and then conducts a greedy search in the direction of maximum "Greedy" importance sampling
• Draw x1, ... , Xn independently from Q.
•For each x;,let x;,1 =x ;: -Compute block B; = { x;,I. x;,2, ••• , x;,m} by taking local search steps in the direction of maximum If ( x) P ( x) I until a local maximum or m -1 steps.
-Weight each point Xj E B; by w;(Xj) = ��:n a;j where a;j is defined in (2) below.
• Create the final sample from the blocks of points X1,1. ... , X1,m, X2,1.
by f = � 2:: 7 ==1 2:: ;;' ==1 f(xi, k )w;(x;, k ). This procedure is easy to implement in principle. The on ly challenge is fi nding ways to assign the auxiliary weights a;j so that they satisfy the constraint (1). That is, we re quire that the total incoming a-weight to any domain point Xj be exactly L Note that, in principle, to verify (I) for a domain point x j we have to consider every search path that starts at some other point x; and passes through Xj within m -1 steps. If our search is deterministic (which we as sume here) the set of search paths entering Xj will form a tree in general. Let Tj denote the tree of points that lead to Xj and let a(1j) = L x k ET a k j· This tree will have depth at most m given the boun d on search length. It turns out that it is easy to assign a-weights to ensure o:(1j) = 1 using the following recursive scheme. If 1j were a complete and balanced tree then we could as sign a weight a;j = 1/ Sb,m for every x; in Tj and trivially satisfy the constraint (1). However, 1j need not be bal anced and its internal nodes might have different branching factors. Moreover, we must be able to compute the weights on-line when conducting a search from a single initial point x;. Thus, to assign the a-weights we employ the following local correction scheme: Given a start node x; and a search path x;, Xi+l. ... , Xi+ k = Xj from x; to Xj, we assign an It is easy to show that assigning auxiliary weights in this way preserves the desired constraint a(7j) = 1. The proof is by an induction on the level of the subtrees rooted at internal nodes x; E Tj: Let T; j denote the subtree of Tj rooted at x;. We establish that for subtrees at levels £ = 1, 2, ... , m (moving from the leaves up) that our system of auxiliary weights satisfies the invariant
Once this is established, it will trivially follow that a(Tj) = a(Tjj) = /3jj Sb,m / Sb,m = 1. For the base case note that for a subtree T;j at level 1 (i.e., a leaf) we have T;j = { x;} and hence a(T;j) = a;j = /3;j/Sb,m = /3;j Sb, I/ Sb,m, which satisfi es (3). Now as sume as an induction hypothesis that (3) holds for trees of level £ -1 in Tj; we prove that (3) must then hold for all trees of level £. Consider a node x; at level £ in 7j and assume b; # 0. by the definition of {3;j {3;j
Sb,m b; Sb,m /3ij ( 1 + bSb,l-t ) / Sb,m {3; i Sb,e / Sb,m by the definition of Sb,e 2 The idea behind the auxiliary weighting scheme is that if the node weights all start out being 1 but x;'s branching factor b; differs from b, then x; will compensate by multiplying the weights of its subtrees by b/b; so that the total node weight of the subtree rooted atx; remains 1+-f, (b;Sb,m-(k-2)) = 1+bSb,m-(k-2) = Sb,m-(k-1). In the case when b; = 0, Xi will compensate by adding the equivalent of b subtrees of depth m-(k -2) to its own node weight, so that again 1 + bSb,m-(k-2) = Sb,m-(k-l).
In either case, as far as the rest of the tree Tj is concerned, x; will be the root of a complete balanced subtree of height m -( k -1). Gaussians discretized on 21 x 21 grid. 1000 repetitions. /1-P = /1-Q = 0, I:p =I , LQ = 6 2 1, f(x) = -log(p( x )) .
which satisfies the desired invariant (3).
Thus, we have a general procedure for conducting an ex plicit search in general spaces, where search paths can merge, and yet our weighting scheme still correctly com pensates and yields unbiased estimates.
Experiments
To demonstrate the greedy method we conducted a series of experiments in order to gain an understanding of its per formance relative to standard techniques. Given the un biasedness of the candidate methods, the main issue is to assess the variance of the estimators. To measure the per formance of the various techniques, we gathered their mean squared error, bias and variance over 1000 repetitions of a given problem. We use root mean squared error (rmse), absolute bias, and standard deviation to give an intuitive measure of an estimator's effectiveness. The methods we compared were greedy importance sampling (GIS), direct sampling from the target distribution (DS), standard impor tance sampling (IS), rejection sampling (RS), and Metropo lis sampling [Nea93, Nea96] . For Metropolis sampling we used a uniform neighborhood proposal distribution.
The first series of experiments we conducted was on sim ple one-dimensional problems that varied the relationship between P, Q and f, in order to test the basic correctness of our method. Figure 6 shows that GIS strongly outper forms the other methods across a range of problems in this setting. Interestingly, these experiments also show that it is not always best to sample directly from the target distri bution P when the random variable f has a substantially different structure. We also tested GIS on a simple multi variate problem, and Although the greedy importance sampling technique shows promise for simple discrete problems, it is also important to handle continuous problems defined over the sam ple space X = lR n . Here, regular importance sam pling applies just as well as in the discrete case, using weights determined by the ratio of the probability densi ties, w(x) = p(x)jq(x) (provided the densities exist); see 
(Note that we use 1-l to denote standard Lebesgue measure on m n .)
Extending the greedy importance sampling strategy to the continuous case is not hard in principle-however, care must be taken not to "warp" the measure on the sample s pace or else bias could be introduced into the procedure. To avoid the need to correct for compressing or dilating trans formations (by determining Jacobians) we employ a very simple search scheme that takes only fixed size steps (of size c) in axis parallel directions. That is, inn-dimensional Euclidean space, the greedy importance sampling proce dure given in Figure 7 first draws an initial point x; from q(x) and then conducts a search in the direction of maxi mum lf(x )p(x) I among the 2n neighbors of x; determined by taking steps of size c in each direction from x;; until either m -1 steps have been taken or a local maximum is reached. A single "block" in the final sample is comprised of a complete sequence in one ascending search. The re mainder of the procedure (computing the a-weights) is im plemented as in the discrete case (with the a;j 's satisfying the same constraints). To break ties, we employ a deter ministic tie breaking policy that prevents loops.
The intuitive significance of this "grid walk" strategy is that it does not transform the underlying Lebesgue measure of the Euclidean sample space. Instead it leaves the resulting discrete "merges" to be compensated by the a-weighting scheme. In fact, except for one step, it is actually quite easy to prove that this continuous version of the greedy impor tance sampling procedure also yields unbiased estimates:
Jmn
The only significant step in this derivation (4; changing the order of integration) requires an argument that depends on measure theoretic details, and is given in the appendix.
Thus, we have a general procedure for conducting explicit searches in continuous spaces (in a controlled fashion) that yields unbiased estimates.
Continuous experiments
To verify that our continuous greedy importance sampler is in fact correct, we ran a series of simple experiments to determine that the bias was zero (up to sampling error).
Figure 2 demonstrates this both for a one dimensional and three dimensional problem. (In fact, these results are for the indirect versions of the importance sampling procedures, which technically are biased since they use the estimator given in Figure 3 . However, our results show that this bias can quickly become negligible, and we have found that the indirect estimator significantly reduces variance for both regular and greedy importance sampling. Therefore we re port only these results here.)
To gain an understanding of how effective greedy impor tance sampling performs relative to state of the art tech niques on continuous problems, we then conducted a series of simple experiments meant to challenge standard meth ods. Again, given the (relative) unbiasedness of the can didate methods, the main issue is to assess the variance of the estimators. To measure the performance of the vari ous techniques, we report root mean squared error (rmse), absolute bias, and standard deviation over 1000 repetitions Table 2 : Continuous experiments: Scaling in estimation sample size t. Distributions are Gaussians of dimension n = 1 and n = 3. 1000 repetitions. J-lP = J-lQ = 0, I:p =I, I:Q = 6 2 !, f( x ) = -log( p( x )). 
of a given problem. The methods we compared here were greedy importance sampling (GIS), direct sampling from the target distribution (DS), standard importance sampling (IS), Gibbs sampling, Metropolis sampling (Met), and Hy brid Monte Carlo (HMC) [Nea93, Nea96] . For Metropo lis sampling we used a Gaussian proposal distribution with covariance �met = I /2, and for GIS we set the step-size f = 1, walk-length m = IO n, and b = n/2.6, where n is the dimension of the problem.
To test GIS on higher dimensional problems, we investigat ed a series of multivariate Gaussian problems where the re lationship between P, Q and f was varied. Here we used a fixed target function f( x) = -log( p( x )) (and hence were estimating the differential entropy of the target distribution P [CT91]). Table 3 shows that GIS can scale up effectively in the number of dimensions, and seems to handle multi dimensional problems quite well in this simple setting. In fact, Table 3 shows that the advantage demonstrated by GIS actually appears to grow with dimensionality.
We also ran a series of experiments that varied the width of the proposal distribution Q. Table 4 shows that weakening Q damaged the performance of importance sampling (pre dictably), while the greedy search seemed to mitigate the effects of a poor Q to the extent that its detrimental effects are significantly diminished.
Next, to scale up to a slightly more complex task we con sidered a distribution P that was a mixture of Gaussians while keeping Q unimodal. In this case, we once again find that GIS performs reasonably well. Table 5 shows that GIS exhibits good performance on this problem and appears to ] to obtain further improvements on this task, but space bounds preclude a detailed discussion.)
Conclusions
We have introduced a new approach to reducing the vari ance of importance sampling that is provably unbiased in the multidimensional and continuous cases. Our experi mental results, although limited to simple synthetic prob lems, do suggest the bare plausibility of the approach. It appears that, by capturing a moderate size sample of inde pendent high weight points, greedy importance sampling is able to outperform methods that are unlikely to observe such points by chance. Demonstrating the true effective ness of the approach on real problems remains to be done.
For future work, an important research issue is to perfor m a variance analysis of the various procedures to analyt ically determine their relative advantages. An alternative approach to variance reduction is to use stratified sampling [Bou94] . This is an orthogonal approach to the method pur sued in this paper, and incorporating stratified sampling in a greedy search scheme remains an interesting direction for future research. Another approach to variance reduction, specific to inference in Bayesian networks, is to modify the proposal distribution and weighting scheme as individual variables are sampled in the network [CHM96] . Incorpo rating these ideas might also be a fruitful direction.
A Appendix
Let B; be the finite set of points visited by the greedy search procedure when starting at point x;; let Bj be the finite set of starting points that reach x j; and let B be the relation (x;, Xj) E B iff the greedy search process, starting at x;, reaches Xj. We wish to show that for a function h(x;, Xj)
we can switch the order of integration
where JJ is Lebesgue measure on mn.
Before addressing the main question, we first consider the underlying measures on the spaces X; = !Rn, Xj = !Rn, and X; x Xj = IR 2 n. Let p; ( · ) denote the Lebesgue mea sure on X;. . Although this joint measure might seem a bit peculiar, since p; is Lebesgue measure and P i l i is a dis crete measure with "impulses" at x j E B; of weight a;j, it nevertheless gives a well defined measure on X; x Xj.
We will now show that starting with a uniform measure fli on initiating points x; and passing through the weighted search process, the result will still be a uniform measure flj on destination points x j. That is, the marginal measure flj on Xj satisfies flj(A) = p;(A) for all Borel sets A, and hence is also Lebesgue measure.
Lemma 1 For any hypercube A C Xj with edge length less than the step size t:, flj (A) = p; (A).
Proof
Consider some destination point x j E A. This point will have a predecessor tree of initiating points that reach x j via the search mechanism. Partition A into a finite collection of equivalence classes At. A2, ... ,Ax, where the points in each equivalence class share the same predecessor tree topology. 3 That is, the trees in an equivalence class are just shifted versions of one another; sharing the same pat tern of axis parallel, fixed step size search offsets. Note that there can only be a finite number of distinct tree topologies given a bounded search depth.
For a given set of equivalent destination points, Ak, con sider the shifted pre-images of Ak corresponding to the n odes of the tree, Ak1, Ak2• ... , AkL· Note that these sets are disjoint, because the size of Ak 's containing cube, A, is smaller than the search step size t. 
